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Introduction
What accounts for variation in number and organisational form of dairy processing

and marketing enterprises within a given area

Motivation:
Initial question: why would a farmer sell milk to a processing and marketing

cooperative and not to a private enterprise?
- Choice? For 30% of sample, no available alternative buyer
- Nature of what is available is endogenous
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Understand what is happening with respect to market structure
- historical factors and evolution
- relating to observable characteristics

Today:
1. What are observable conditions that favour the presence of a monopsony in a

given area?
2. When more than one alternative is available, what are the correlates of the

decision to sell to a cooperative?



Farmers:
- Raw milk
- Milk quotas

Processors:
buy raw milk, process it into cheese, sell cheese to retailers

Introduction
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Organisational form of the processor:

Cooperative: farmers = suppliers + owners

Private: farmers = suppliers



Table 1: The two provinces

Province 1 Province 2

N of dairy farmers in the province 1894 1130

N of processors buying milk within the province 21 36

N of processors with processing plant in the province 20 26

% farmers only trading with local processors 99% 95%

% processors only trading with local farmers 95% 72%
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% processors only trading with local farmers 95% 72%

N of cooperative processors 20 18

N of private processors 1 18

Mean N of suppliers per processor 103 99

Area of the province (km2) 6207 2589

% of province that is mountainous 100% 23%



Unit of analysis

• Address and buyer for the universe

• Ideally: plot all farmers in space, map procurement
area of each processor, identify areas of overlap, if
any

• Approach for now: disaggregate provinces into
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• Approach for now: disaggregate provinces into
municipalities
– Smaller than province

– Problem: Arbitrary aggregation

– Lowest unit for which I have info on characteristics of the
universe, e.g. herd size

• Also analyse self-reported availability of alternatives
in the sample



Province 1 (mountainous) Province 2 (plain)

Market structure N Altitude
Herd

size N Altitude
Herd

size

Coop monopsony 85 738 29 4 511 30

Table 2: Mean characteristics by market structure
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Coop monopsony 85 738 29 4 511 30

Private monopsony 3 670 16

More than 1 coop 44 726 32

More than 1 private - -

Mixed area 41 616 32 37 143 148



Province 1
(mountainous)

Province 2
(plain)

private processing plant
coop processing plant

Coop monopsony
IOF monopsony
Coop oligopsony
Mixed oligopsony
No dairy farming



Theoretical framework
Raw milk: bulky and perishable high transport costs limited geographical
mobility spatial input market

Model by Alvarez, Fidalgo, Sexton & Zhang (2000) ERAE:
Spatial market for raw milk in one Spanish province

Two processing firms A and B located exogenously at distance d apart on a line
Line populated uniformly with density D = 1 by identical farmers
Farmers: homogeneous farm product
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Farmers: homogeneous farm product
q = w(r) supply function
w = price received by supplier at its location r
r = distance between farm and processor
Processors: identical; price takers in processed product market.
ρ = P – c net value each processor receives net of unit processing costs
t = freight rate per unit of distance travelled to procure milk from each supplier
(constant and linear in distance and quantity)
s = td absolute importance of space in the market
s/ρ importance of space relative to the net value of the processed product



Theoretical framework
Each processor pays farmers according to uniform delivered pricing: processor
nominally absorbs full cost of transportation from farm to processing plant and pays
all producers the same price regardless of distance.
q = w(r) can be rewritten as q = u

When a processing firm purchases product from a farmer located at distance r from
processing facility:

Π(q) = (ρ – u – tr)q Total profit of each processor from buying q units
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π = ρ – u – tr Profit per unit of q, or Marginal Profit.

Given ρ, u and tr, a firm using UD price will seek to maximise its profits when buying
from that farmer, which will happen when
MR=0
π = ρ – u – tr=0
solving for r:
r = (ρ – u)/t
in other words,

R* = (ρ – u)/t The optimal distance (Radius) between farm and processor



Theoretical framework
The two processors have to determine price and market radius

Behavioural assumption: price matching each processor tries to match, but
does not overbid, the price of the rival:

uA = uB = u* and RA* = RB* = R* = (ρ – u*)/t

With UD pricing and price matching competition, market areas can overlap.
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The degree to which markets overlap between duopsonists depends upon the
value of s/ρ, i.e. on relative importance of space:
R* can be rewritten as

R* = (p – w*)/t = d/(dt/ρ) - u/t = d/(s/ρ) - u/t

δR/δ(s/ρ) < 0 δR/δ(u) < 0

[Proof: R* = (ρ – u)/t = ρ/t – u/t = dρ/dt – u/t = d(ρ/dt) - u/t = d/(dt/ρ) - u/t = d/(s/ρ) - u/t]



Theoretical framework

Implications:

- With UD pricing and price matching, all producers receive the same price

- Market radius is decreasing in price paid to farmer

- Ceteris paribus, the larger the value of s/ρ, the smaller the radius of each
firm
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firm

- The higher the relative importance of space, the smaller the possible
overlapping; for very high transport costs or very large distance between
processors, there will be no overlapping

In the areas of overlap, farmers are assumed to be indifferent between the
two processors: suppliers will be shared equally between the two
processors.



Relevance of this model in the case of the two provinces:

A] uniform delivered pricing:
- Anecdotal evidence
- n = 41 farmers selling to the same processor; some variation

in price received; no significant correlation between price and farm-
processor distance
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processor distance

B] Price matching:
- Evidence of overlap for 67% of sample
- Prices: base price paid for sub-sample of farmers who have

an alternative shows some variation
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Province 1 (mountainous) by type of processor
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Empirical strategy
• Test whether relative importance of space is relevant for explaining

whether a municipality is characterised by monopsony or overlap

• Focus on transport costs

• Proxy: mean altitude of the municipality
– The higher the altitude the higher transport costs
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prob[monopsonyi=1] = (0 + 1lnaltitudei)

i = 1, ….., 214 municipalities with more than 1 dairy farmer

Hypothesis: 1 > 0

• Check results by looking at sample: probability that a farmer has an
available alternative buyer



Table 3: Descriptive statistics

N mean st. dev

Altitude of municipality 214 609.53 347.90
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Ln(Altitude) 214 6.11 0.96

Area of municipality (km2) 214 35.88 30.99

Ln(Area of municipality) 214 3.22 0.90

N producers per municipality 214 14.27 14.40



Dependent variable: municipality is characterised by monopsony (1 = yes)

(1) (2)

VARIABLES Coeff. Marg. effect Coeff. Marg. effect

Ln(altitude) 0.668*** 0.258*** 0.595*** 0.219***

(0.111) (0.043) (0.164) (0.060)

Ln(km2) 0.283** 0.104**

(0.117) (0.043)

N of dairy farmers -0.056*** -0.021***

Table 4: Probit model for the probability that a municipality is a monopsony

N of dairy farmers -0.056*** -0.021***

(0.012) (0.005)

Province dummy (1 = province A) 0.323 0.113

(0.423) (0.148)

Constant -4.336*** -4.412***

(0.695) (0.998)

Observations 214 214

Pseudo R2 0.113 0.224

Wald Chi2 36.17 37.49

% correctly predicted 63% 73%



Table 5: Probit model for the probability that a farmer has an alternative buyer

Dependent variable: farmer has an available alternative buyer (1 = yes)

(1) (2)

VARIABLES Coeff. Marg. effect

Ln(Altitude of municipality) -0.458*** -0.153***

(0.119) (0.057)

Dummy for province 1 0.010 -0.020
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(0.276) (0.135)

Constant 3.133***

(0.588)

Observations 292

McFadden R2 0.114

Wald chi2 37.44

% correctly predicted 63%



2. When is a cooperative more likely to be present?

Motives for cooperative formation and for cooperative membership
identified in the literature (among others, Sexton 1986; Staatz 1987):

Avoiding market power
Role of

- farm size
- asset specificity
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- asset specificity
- relative farm isolation

Cost of membership critical for cooperative formation:

Cooperatives more likely to form among farmers with relatively
homogeneous characteristics



Empirical strategy

Why do farmers sell to a cooperative when they have an alternative?

prob[coopi=1] = (0 + 1lnaltitudei + 2lnherdsizei + 3pcthhincomei)

i = 1, ….., 205 farms with an available alternative buyer
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i = 1, ….., 205 farms with an available alternative buyer

Hypotheses:

1 > 0 2 < 0 3 > 0



Descriptive statistics

N Mean st.dev

% of coop members 205 73.66%

Mean altitude of municipality 195 426.02 395.68

Ln(Mean altitude of municipality) 195 5.43 1.24

Herd size 202 55.95 52.61

Ln(Herd size) 202 3.62 0.98
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Ln(Herd size) 202 3.62 0.98

% of household income from dairy farming 198 69.47 30.16

Age of household head 182 50.02 13.18

Years of education of household head 197 9.44 3.51

% of owned land 200 49.19% 0.36

Parents were coop members (1 = yes) 204 77.94%

% of coop members in municipality 195 65.55% 0.33



Dependent variable: Farm manager is member of a processing and marketing cooperative (1 = yes)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ln(altitude) 0.114*** 0.060* 0.034 0.029

(0.027) (0.036) (0.034) (0.032)

Ln(herd size) -0.118** -0.110** -0.107** -0.066

(0.047) (0.048) (0.052) (0.048)

Dairy farming as % of total hh income 0.003** 0.003** 0.002* 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Age of hh head -0.006* -0.005*

(0.003) (0.003)

N of years of education of hh head -0.010 -0.014

(0.012) (0.012)

Probit model for the probability of being a coop member; marginal effects

(0.012) (0.012)

% of owned land 0.001 -0.030

(0.103) (0.088)

Parents were coop members (1 = yes) 0.311*** 0.194**

(0.087) (0.078)

% of coop members in municipality 0.535***

Province dummy yes yes

(0.106)
yes

Observations 185 185 164 164

McFadden R2 0.162 0.177 0.281 0.400

Wald Chi2 34.92 33.81 38.67 83.19

% correctly predicted 76% 78% 79% 83%



Conclusions so far

• Relationship between altitude and monopsony
is consistent with theory. However:

– Model of spatial competition may not be adequate
when firms differ in more than location, i.e.
organisational form
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– Arbitrary aggregation

• Correlates of coop membership when an
alternative is available also consistent with
theory



Transport costs and altitude

Quality of infrastructure index: transportation time for trucks and tankers

Trento Piacenza

1970 98.3 118.1

1980 99.5 119.2

1990 100 119.2
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2000 99.6 118.2

2008 99.3 117.4

Ranking

1970 62 3

2008 63 3

Source: Alampi and Messina (2011)



Cooperative formation and path
dependence: hypothesised evolution

Province 1 (mountainous) – 1880s
• Small-scale peasant farming system with homogeneous farm size; milk for

auto-consumption (D’Antone 1981).
• Upward trend in agricultural productivity surplus
• Value of surplus of an individual farm too small to incur fixed costs of setting

up processing facilities on farm.
• Value of pooled surplus large enough to offset shared fixed cost of establishing

joint processing facilities (Felice 2005).
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joint processing facilities (Felice 2005).
• Costs of coop formation likely to be small

– Relatively homogeneous farmers
– Previous experience in joint management of natural resources (Casari

2007)
• High transport costs
• Imitation factor
• Only 1 private buyer today

– Sunk costs and path dependence
– Increased heterogeneity
– High quality milk



Cooperative formation and path
dependence: hypothesised evolution 2

Province 2 (plains) – 1920s

• Agrarian structure (Procacci (1964); Elazar (1996)):

– large scale, capital intensive, specialised farms with tenants or hired labour;

– small scale family farms with diversified production system, scattered, hills

– large number of landless labourers.

• Low geographical constraint, both for land size and transport costs.

• Farms specialised in livestock farming: some large enough that they had
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• Farms specialised in livestock farming: some large enough that they had
processing plant on farm (D’Antone 1981).

• Small farms producing surplus milk can sell to them.

– Vulnerable to monopsonistic exploitation.

– Initially too few and dispersed for benefits of joining forces to outweigh costs.

• Land reform, 1950s: increase in number of small and medium scale properties
(Monti 1990).

• Urban cooperative movement encouraging establishment of processing and
marketing cooperatives in rural areas (Menzani 2007)
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